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Notes Anyone looking back on the history of English language teaching could be forgiven for thinking that teaching materials are the flotsam and jetsam of our profession, floating on the tides and currents of ELT fashion. Every so often some enterprising beachcomber in search of littoral treasure holds them up for inspection and we are reminded of their value, but our attention is soon drawn back to the navigational challenges of our profession and we sail on by. This is a pity because as the editors of this volume, drawing on Richards, make clear at the outset, much teaching depends on materials; they are part of the waters on which we move. This is of fundamental importance, for as long as we see materials as mere objects available for our use and, if necessary, analysis, we deny ourselves the opportunity of understanding their place in our pedagogic world. What makes this collection distinctive is its focus on materials in situ : on the relationships between teachers and their materials; on the challenges of using, adapting and creating materials; and on their developmental potential.
In keeping with the theme of this series, the relationship between local and global emerges strongly in the collection, but it also includes López-Barrios and de Debat's (Argentina) provocative challenge to the relevance of the distinction itself. Ultimately, responses to this challenge must be formulated not just in terms of local contingencies but in the connection between teacher and students realised through the design and use of relevant materials. Igielski (US) touches on the essence of this relationship in her engaging chapter on designing culturally and linguistically sensitive materials: 'My prior knowledge of the students as learners at school and my willingness to recognize them as possessors of valuable cultural capital were the building blocks of the unit's design. ' At one level, this demands of the teacher sensitivity to local constraints and opportunities, and a willingness to design or adapt materials accordingly. We see in this collection the various ways in which teachers have responded to this, whether wrestling with the challenges of the cultural adaptation of existing materials (Messekher, Algeria), developing supplementary materials (Nuangpolmak, Thailand), or seizing opportunities offered by new technologies (Rahman and Cotter, Bangladesh). At another level, however, teaching materials raise profound questions about the nature of pedagogy and its place within political and ideological systems. They can be facilitators of change (Humphries, Japan) but also instruments of control, representing the imposition of potentially alien approaches, as Seferaj (Albania) indicates.
If we narrow our view of materials to embrace only issues of design, evaluation, and application, we obscure their indexical significance and may thereby fail to appreciate their potential. We believe that this collection offers a broader perspective and that it represents an opportunity to think differently about materials and their place in our pedagogic world.
